
Special Edition 

PARTNERS 

FOR PROFIT 

Own a Piece of the Legend 

AN UNPARALLELED COMMITENT 
TO INCREASING THE QUALITY OF CATTLE THROUGH THE USE OF PROFITABLE GENETICS 

Few of us ever get the opportunity to own a piece of history, 
much less, a piece of history that will add value to your cowherd 
for years to come. I’m talking about a genetic input that may 
very well be the missing piece of the puzzle or the addition that 
sparks a profitability revolution in your operation. Most of you 
reading this newsletter are well acquainted with the vaunted   
history of Circle A. You’ve read the ads, the sale catalogs, the 
newsletters and always wondered, Is it real?  
 

We invite you to find out for yourself by putting Circle A       
genetics to work in your cowherd. Head to head, in your         
production environment, we’re confident Circle A genetics will 
thrive at every aspect. We’re so confident because they’ve been 
tested like no other cattle in the world. 
 

26 years ago the Circle A herd was founded on the best genetics 
from the top programs in the entire Angus breed. No expense 
was spared in seeking out the best genetics available. It’s the 
evolution of those genetics that have made them unique. The 
Gust Family brought an entrepreneurial sprit and a profit-minded 
focus to the cattle industry never seen before. When there was a 
hurdle, they jumped it, if the road was blocked, they built a new 
one. They didn’t always adhere to tradition, which lead them to 
become the most innovative, and progressive cattle operation in 
the country. 
 

After only a few years in the business, Circle A revolutionized 
structured sire testing by forming the Circle A Sire Alliance. The 
Sire Alliance began collecting carcass and ultrasound data in a 
commercial setting on an unprecedented scale. With a true focus 
on profitability and not just production, they simultaneously   
began collecting data on the cowherd as well. They measured 
traits like cow stayability and heifer pregnancy. These traits   
allow them to make simultaneous improvement  in growth and  

carcass while maintaining a reproductively sound, and highly-
adapted female. In 1998 they were among the first private entities 
to invest in feed intake research. Today they have the largest feed 
intake database in the beef cattle industry which not only allows 
them to make improvement in gains, but improved the  efficiency 
of gains as well. 
 

From their massive database they developed profitability indexes, 
which have been proven for decades, to be the most successful 
method of making multi-trait genetic improvement. The genetics 
that worked well were then applied to their registered cowherd to 
create the nucleus of genetics to repopulate their commercial herd 
and sell to their fellow commercial customers. 
 

The time has come to continue the evolution. Circle A’s non-
registered herds are backed by the same genetics as their          
registered herd, but with greater numbers creating the opportunity 
for increased selection pressure of breeding stock. They will   
continue with everything Circle A offers, but the pedigrees, data, 
EPDs and indexes will be the very same ones they use and      
derived from their impeccable, total herd reporting system.  So, 
they’re dispersing the registered cowherd in its’ entirety. There 
will be value opportunity for all cattlemen from the most elite 
registered breeder, to the start-up registered breeder, and large to 
small scale commercial operations. There will be cattle at all price 
points and all of them will add dollars to your bottom-line.  
 

This registered cowherd has been tested as hard, if not harder than 
their commercial herds. These cows are battle-tested and if they 
have remained in the herd here, they will thrive anywhere.       
Request your copy of this historic sale catalog on the back of this 
flyer. This is your one and only chance to buy a piece of the    
Circle A legend. 



41 Hwy K 
Iberia, MO  65486 

www.circlearanch.com 

Request your Sale Catalog Today! 

PARTNERS FOR PROFIT 

Due to the size of this catalog we will not mail 
to everyone on our mailing list unless requested. 
Request your free copy of this historic catalog 

by calling: 
 
 

Or by email: 
 

circlea@circlearanch.com 
 

Or by mailing your address below to: 
 

41 Hwy K, Iberia, MO  65486 
 

Please Join Us For Our: 

Complete & Total 
Registered Fall-
Herd Dispersal 

Selling: 750 Head! 
 

1 Herdsire 
-Bushs Five-O 

 

400+ Fall-calving bred Cows 
-Avg. Age under 4 years old 

 

150+ Fall-calving bred heifers 
 

175+ Open heifer calves 

 

Return Service Requested 

June 3-4, 2017 


